Thank you for purchasing the PROMASTER® Taskmaster UT25 Multi Purpose Utility Tripod System. The PROMASTER Taskmaster UT25 Multi Purpose Utility Tripod System is the one tripod that can solve a multitude of needs. The unique fold flat legs and modular component design make the Taskmaster ultra compact for easy storage and transport while allowing you numerous assembly options for any shooting situation. Whether it is shooting macro shots as close as 1”, making a photo record of your favorite artwork or creating high angle shots using the more than 6’ tall height, the Taskmaster can be assembled to do the job.

Components
Your PROMASTER Taskmaster UT25 Multi Purpose Utility Tripod System includes the following components:

- Deluxe compartment storage/transport case (not shown)
- Assembling the multi-angle tilt arm
  The multi-angle tilt arm is stored in the storage/transport case in two pieces. The shaft may be used alone to extend the over all height of the center column or inserted in the tilt bracket to achieve multiple shooting angles for your tripod.

- Convertible Leg Monopod
  The center leg (the one with the PROMASTER logo) of your Taskmaster UT25 can be unscrewed from the main tripod body to become a full size monopod. Simply attach the UT25 ball head, the telescoping extension column or the multi-angle tilt arm to the 3/8” mounting thread of the monopod and then attach your camera.

- 2-way Mounting Threads
  Both the telescoping extension column and the tilt arm have 2-way mounting threads. You may mount your camera directly using the inner ¼-20 mounting thread by simply pushing the threads against the tripod mounting hole of your camera and screwing the shaft into your camera. The ball head included with your Taskmaster UT25 or any other professional head can be mounted to the out 3/8” mounting threads.

- Mix and Match
  There are a large number of ways your Taskmaster UT25 can be assembled from a simple ultra compact fold flat tripod to a large copy stand. Assemble the pieces to best suit your picture taking needs.

Specifications
- Maximum Working Height: 74” (with ball head)
- Minimum Working Height: As little as 1” with multi-angle column
- Maximum Load: 13.25 lbs. / 6 kg
- Folded Height: 16” (leg unit)
- Leg Diameter: 25 mm
- Weight: 2.58 lbs. / 1.17 kg (leg unit)

Made in China
Fairfield, CT 06611

www.promaster.com